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SANTA CRUZ 
BRONSON   JT    Richard McGibbon

AN 8 YEAR OLD KID HAD TO EXPLAIN TO ME HOW THE SEASONS HAVE NOTHING TO DO 
WITH HOW CLOSE THE EARTH IS TO THE SUN? I DIDN’T KNOW THAT. ALL I KNEW WAS 
THAT AROUND THIS TIME EACH YEAR, AS THE DAYS START TO GET A LITTLE LONGER AND 
WARMER, I GET THE OVERWHELMING URGE TO UPGRADE MY OLD BIKE TO SOMETHING 
NEW AND DELUXE TO SHRED THE SUMMER MONTHS AHEAD. I HATE THE COLD, I 
VIRTUALLY HIBERNATE OVER WINTER. HOWEVER THERE IS A PLUS SIDE TO ALL THAT 
TIME I SPEND INSIDE HUDDLED BY THE FIREPLACE, IT GIVES ME AMPLE OPPORTUNITY 
TO READ REVIEWS AND STUDY UP ON THE LATEST AND GREATEST MTB TRENDS – ALL 
VITAL AMMUNITION FOR WHEN I GET READY TO PULL THE TRIGGER ON MY NEXT BIKE. 
NO DOUBT THE FLAVOUR OF THIS SEASON IS VERY MUCH 650B/27.5”. I WAS INTRIGUED 
BY THE IDEA OF A MID SIZED WHEEL. HAVING BEEN WON OVER BY (LONG TRAVEL/
CAPABLE) 29’ERS LAST YEAR, I WASN’T IN A RUSH TO HEAD BACK TO A 26” TRAIL BIKE, 
BUT THEN ALONG COMES A NEW OPTION. A HAPPY MEDIUM BETWEEN THE TWO? THE 
BEST OF BOTH WORLDS? WELL, THAT IS WHAT EVERYONE SEEMS TO BE CLAIMING. IS 
EVERYONE JUST FULL OF B-S THOUGH? I WAS KEEN TO FIND OUT FOR MYSELF...
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When you’re keen to try a new set of wheels, why drive a Hyundai when you can drive an Aston Martin 
instead, eh? Easy choice. Enter the Santa Cruz Bronson. 650b bikes had been rumbling around for a few 
years but it didn’t really seem like the world stopped and took note until Santa Cruz threw their hat into the 
ring when they unveiled their 650b Bronson on April fools day this year. When Santa Cruz first started 
working on their new bike it wasn’t intended to have 650b wheels. They actually set out to create an 
updated version of their widely successful Blur LT model, and then some where along the line throughout 
the two year process of design and R&D they decided to bolt some 650b’s into the thing as an experiment. 
Everyone that then rode the bike loved it and the rest is history. 

I have in fact owned two BlurLT’s myself over the years. It’s been my go-to trail bike for as long as I can 
remember. On face value the Bronson shares a very, very similar look to the BlurLT. Their DNA, however, is 
very much apart. Word on the street is that early on in the bike’s development Santa Cruz had intentions 
that this would be the bike that their Syndicate race team would contest the emerging gravity Enduro style 
races aboard. Sure enough, the Enduro racing scene has blown up in a big way this year. And a lot of 
people seem to think a 650b wheel is the perfect size for the new racing form. 

So what’s the go with 650b then? What it all boils down to is that it’s roughly halfway between a traditional 
26” wheel and a big 29er. If you want to get technical then a 650b wheel actually measures at 27.2” and not 
27.5” like a lot of companies are running around claiming, but whatever. 29” wheels are great at what 
they’re great at. Like smoothing out a trail, rolling over rough stuff, and maintaining speed. But, there’s also 
a few shortfalls to the big wheels size, such as their cornering ability, and how quick you can make them 
change direction, all things that a traditional 26” excels at. It’s claimed that a 650b is the perfect happy 
medium between the two, giving the rider the best of both worlds. 

The Bronson is available in either carbon or alloy. I’m a wanker and so of course I opted for the carbon. 
Both frames share the same geometry and are centred around Santa Cruz’s generation-2 VPP. Both the 
upper and lower rocker links are forged aluminum and both use Santa Cruz’s adjustable angular-contact 
bearing system. Like all those daulies in their range, the Bronson features grease ports tucked into the 
lower link to encourage preventative bearing maintenance. A ‘grease gun’ comes with every Santa Cruz 
frame – a very cool touch indeed. Geo wise the Bronoson has a low 13.6-inch bottom bracket height, a 
reasonably slack 67-degree head angle, and a moderately short 17.3-inch chainstay length.

It just so happens that around this time of year a lot of new season componentry gets released and at 
[R]evo we’re often fortunate enough to get our hands on stuff ahead of the field. Which was the case this 
year when Sram asked if we’d like to exclusively try out their new XO1 drivetrain, the same day that Mavic 
called up asking if we’d like to test out the only set of Crossmax Enduro 650b’s in Australia? Yes please and 
yes please. At that point I decided to continue the theme and build the Bronson up from scratch as a frame, 
selecting each part for it’s own merit. Let the games begin!    

Before I started the build I threw the Bronson on the scales. My size large frame, with rear shock and 142 
axel, weighed exactly 2.42kgs! Wowzers, this 150mm travel trail bike is light. The Bronson features a little 
rubber plug near the bottom of the seat tube, designed for running an internally routed dropper post. We 
took advantage of this and installed a Rock Shox Reverb Stealth post. In my opinion the Reverb is still at the 
very top of the pile when it comes to dropper posts. The buttery smooth action of it’s hydraulic mechanism, 
not to mention their reliability and lack of side to side flop that a lot of other posts suffer from. It was an easy 
choice going with that post. With the slightly bigger wheels I was mindful that I’d need good stopping 
power and so I opted for a set of Avid XO Trail brakes. I have ridden several bikes that have been fitted out 
with these lightweight 4 piston stoppers, and I’ve only ever been impressed with their performance. Cockpit 
wise I was lucky enough to get my hands on pair of Truvativ’s very new and very sexy Black Box signature 
bars. I got the Jerome Clementz signature carbon bar, which are 750mm wide and weigh just 240grams. 
Rubber wise it was hard to go past a set of Schwalbe’s. Their Hans Dampf tyres (German for Jack-of-all-
trades) are perfect for aggressive trail riding. On they went. Build complete, it was time to shred. 

Riding this bike for the first time put a massive grin across my face. I felt  instantly comfortable in it’s ride 
position and straight away the bike feels very playful. Suspension wise the Bronson’s VPP rear end feels 
very similar to my BlurLT. Through the initial part of it’s travel it’s very supple, right through to the mid stroke 
and then it’s gradual rising rate at the end-stroke really helps take the edge off the bigger hits and landings.  

One area of the Bronson that shines like a flood light are the new Rock Shox Pike forks. I was blown away 
with the smooth motion of the fork and their Rapid Recovery technology offers a very noticeable benefit. 
Their 35mm stanchions and new chassis deliver a huge amount of stiffness. The front end of the bike 
handled everything I could throw at it with ease and gave me a serious sense of confidence.

The Bronson is also a surprising climber. Traction is abundant and there is enough pedaling firmness in the 
suspension that I rarely even thought to reach down and flick the Fox RP23’s CTD switch into Trail or Climb 
modes. In fact it wasn’t until I’d ridden the bike for a few weeks, that I even touched the rear shock. The 
bikes SRAM XO1 drivetrain only helped raise the entire riding experience. I’ve spent a lot of time testing and 
abusing SRAM’s XX1 drive train, which in my mind is the best drivetrain on the market right now. I love it’s 
simplicity, the gear range, the lack of friction and other interferances that the system offers, but most 
importantly I love how reliable it is. I’ve never run a chain guide with it and I have never once dropped the 
chain off the front ring. Having spent a month riding the new XO1 drivetrain if I’m totally honest it’s very hard 
(*read: impossible) to tell any difference between the two groups. Very impressive stuff from Sram.  

Having now put a lot of trail miles (kilometers) under the 650b wheels, I confess there really isn’t as much of 
performance and handling difference than I was first expecting. Don’t get me wrong, the 650b shine out on 
the trails, in fact I can’t think of a single riding scenario where I could fault them, I guess they’ve just proven 
to be more of a subtle addition to my riding experience. As opposed to the real in your face ‘holy shit this is 
different’ feeling that you get from riding 29’er wheels the first few times. Which admittedly, is something that 
turns a lot of people away from riding bigger wheels. Will the new midsized wheel be the future of trail 
bikes? It could be. And probably will be considering how fast paced the MTB industry operates, needing to 
ensure that everyone has a new bike and new stuff all the time. I’m definitely happy aboard the Bronson. 
The ‘ride’ is more fun than any trail bike I’ve owned before. And really that’s what picking a new bike should 
be all about, eh!

SANTACRUZBRONSONCUSTOM
Frame // Santa Bruz Bronson 650b Carbon
Travel // 150mm via a Float CTD Adjust Kashima
RRP // $3650.00 ($2450 for the alloy version)
Distributor // Neezy Australia
Browse // www.neezy.com.au

Rider is wearing:
Helmet: Troy Lee Designs – A1
Jersey: Sombrio - Grappler
Shorts: Sombrio - Supra
Gloves: Sombrio - Cartel
Socks: Sombrio - Smash
Shoes: Teva – Pivot SPD’s


